Junior School

This Term students in the junior school are:

- Learning to differentiate between their speaking and singing voices
- Performing music in parts including vocals / beat, vocals / rhythm, ostinato / vocals, vocals / actions, vocals / instrument
- Learning about the 5 different ‘voices’ we have
- Composing and notating known songs using ta, ti ti, za, to-oo, za-aa and tika tika
- Exploring the instruments in the orchestra and the characteristics which identify them as belonging to a particular family
- Performing their own music and music of others
- Identifying the beat in music of a variety of genres

SENIOR SCHOOL

Students in the senior school are:

- Reading and playing music on the treble staff using recorders and guitars
- Consolidating their note reading skills using technology
- Extending their rhythm reading, coordination, listening and musical awareness through body percussion activities
- Performing their own music and the music of others
- Developing an appreciation of music from other cultures
- Exploring Australian artists and instrumentation